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Advanced Contra Dance: with Dugan Murphy & Nova
Contra dancing with more complex choreography, unusual
figures and transitions, and other challenging elements.
Advance Waltz Variations: with Bonnie Carpenter &
Steve Tossey music by Judy & Warren Waldron
A variety of Advanced waltz styles will be taught and may include
the Reverse Waltz, a Hesitation Waltz, Pivots, Skaters Waltz and
a Spanish Waltz. Dancers at advanced level should already be
very comfortable with a Rotary/turning Waltz and have an strong
frame to lead/follow the various styles.
Bachata: with Nathan Easley & Vanessa Larkins
Students in this workshop will learn basic fundamentals of
bachata that include footwork, different partner holds, traveling,
stylization, and turns. No previous bachata experienced required
as this is a very beginner friendly dance.

Beginning Waltz with Deborah Denenfeld & Rick Szumski
music by Judy & Warren Waldron
This workshop will focus on the basics of beautiful waltzing.
Footwork is just the start. Hearing and dancing to the music while
maintaining great partner connection provides the foundation for
romantically gliding around the room. Turning as a couple while
waltzing (rotary) will be explored, as well as executing an
underarm turn.
Bhangra: with Georges Augustin
Bhangra is a high-energy folk dance from India and Pakistan.
Come prepared to sweat!
Caller's Workshop "Choreography Analysis"
with Dugan Murphy,
Discussion and activities to discern what makes a contra dance
sequence good vs. bad and complex vs. simple. Callers will
leave with a better understanding of what choreography choices
are appropriate when and what is probably never worth choosing.

Musician’s Jam & Enjoy

Flourishes: with Alexandra Deis-Laudy

Alex will teach flourishes for swings, courtesy turns, petronellas,
heys, and more! Come prepared to try both sides of the
flourishes (even if that’s a new thing for you!), to be receptive to
feedback, and to give feedback about your personal needs.
Intermediate Waltz with Michael French & Barbara Ramlow
music by Kelsey & Kristen
Join us in going beyond the basics with Cross-Step Waltz, one of
our favorites, with variations, flourishes, partnering and
more. Cross-Step is perfect for waltzing to slower music and
allows you to enjoy the flow and connection with your partner.
Moves that Swap Roles: with Dennis Wise
Learn several simple moves and complex flourishes that will
swap your role. We will also discuss etiquette of role swapping.
We can then run to the advanced contra and try out the moves
we learned.
Musician’s Jam & Enjoy with Jim Coppock
This workshop is an open session with something for
everyone. We'll take turns choosing tunes and tempos, with
space for brand new players and hot doggers alike. Bring your
music, play by ear, or just chill out and enjoy the music.
Musician’s Workshop: with Nova
Come learn at the feet of the great Musicians of the 2019 Pigtown
Fling feature band., as they share experiences and answer
questions and maybe jam a little.
Raven/Lark Flow & Glide Contra Dance: with Alexandra
Deis-Laudy

Flowing contras to start your afternoon. Delight in the
choreographic marvels of mad robins, pousettes and heys! This
session will use the gender-free terms of Larks and Ravens.
Whether you’ve danced to these terms before or this is your
first time trying them, all are welcome!

Connection in Dance with Blues: with Ben Douglas
A Blues dancing workshop focusing on connection in dance.
Yoga with Ami Blue
You'll leave this workshop with a better understanding of how to
Slow down your Saturday with a gentle flow yoga class guided by
connect to your dance partner, the music, and yourself. We'll also
breath and movement, accessible to all dancers.
look at close embrace, a little dance etiquette, and give you more
confidence to attend a social blues dance.

